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An essential, hands-on guide focused on the lost art to be a man, The Illustrated Artwork of
Manliness distills a lot more than 100 practical skills every contemporary man needs to know
into an entertaining, easy-to-follow visible format. This publication features their most essential
work alongside a large number of never-before seen guides on subjects which range from
chivalry and self-defense to courage and car repair, including: How to disarm an attacker How to
fell a tree and begin a fire anywhere What sort of car engine works, and how exactly to fix it How
exactly to use every device in your toolbox What to wear on an initial date and to employment
interview How exactly to lead a meeting and command the attention of a room How exactly to
dance, fight, shave, shake a hand, select a lock, and fire a gun And other advice for when you're
lost, in danger, or merely confronting a clothing that needs to be ironed. Founder of The Art of
Manliness Brett McKay and bestselling illustrator Ted Slampyak compose brilliantly illustrated
articles to help men be the very best fathers, brothers, sons, and men they can be. The Illustrated
Artwork of Manliness features a classic, timeless bundle, including full-color illustrations, and
you will be a ideal gift for you or the person in your life.
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THE BEST Website in Book Form I've been a faithful visitor to the Artwork Of Manliness since its
inception in 2008. This book hits on the fundamental etiquettes a guy should appear for to
boost his life-style and re-create the gentlemen characteristics all men should try to exhibit. 78)
ever since. No other resource outside of my close band of guy close friends has contributed
more to my own growth as a man than The Artwork of Manliness. It includes many of Brett's
best articles, along with some fresh ones, in a single convenient place. So much of, as a man, I
think I have to know plus things I never thought I would want to know, are complete in an
readable style alongside some amazing illustrations. This book is filled with great information
that everyone should be exposed to. Inexpensive lifestyle for men to read and follow I happen to
really like Brett, his wife and illustrator Ted Slampyak for the illustrated antidotes for the man
who would like to improve and apply the quality of manliness in a positive way.Five stars."This is
that book. Excellent book, if you've ever enjoyed the web site, go on and pick this up, you won't
be disappointed. A great book, well-organized with good information. Funny however, not silly,
not a deep go through but full of thoughtful and poignant info and estimates along with great
illustrations. Covers from survival, dating, manners, to style. Very timeless information, not
trendy or "life hacks," but prime all around essential information. in fact, it's quite simply the
hardbacked version of the blog page—classy, eloquent, forthright, beautiful, and useful. My chest
hair is now steel wool. For some that are as well sophisticated - they'll never read a reserve like
this one just because they believe they know everything or that know you can tell them
anything! A genuine and honest expansion of the AOM backbone.Pros:Easy to check out
instructionsAwesome illustrationsHumor infused with actual understanding (making use of
your baby as exercise equipment)And excellent quality. (Printed in the U.S. I came across the
gentleman and head chapters more to my liking, but the entire book an instant, interesting easy
read and learned other things which may or might not function depending on your application of
it all.)Cons:I really have to think to develop cons.Maybe a few of the instructions for firing a
pistol wern't in- depth enough... Wonderfully illustrated and chock full of incredibly useful info.A
section for rifle shooting would have been lovely, but enjoy it said initially, that is just an launch
to manly things, and Brett provides A great deal of resources in the back of the book to further
your research on learning to be a better man.Whether you're a backwoodsman or a scholar, this
book is a must have for any man, and would make an excellent Gift. Fun Book and Worth
Reading, The Illustrations Made Me personally Smile I bought a couple of copies of this book to
give out to various men that I understand.Bottom line: its manly as hell. Things talked about in
this reserve have been lost in our current culture. Most likely the manliest book to ever be
printed. Great book! This makes an excellent gift for graduates or young males This makes an
excellent gift for graduates or young males. This reserve is absolutely fantastic; Sophisticated or
not really, most of us could learn something out of this book.? AoM nailed it yet again. I
recommend this book, and it will be a great addition to the publication shelf. Bravo, AOM. Filled
with lots of interesting what to learn This book is a great guide on how to do stuff that many
men (or women) do not know how exactly to do.The Illustrated Art of Manliness may be the
perfect extension of the website. Illustrations are tying knots, self-defense, and also tips about
confidence and public interactions. Excellent job Mr McKay, I am happy with the buy and even
though I am attempting to move this along to my child already, I'll pass this publication along
aswell some day time. Besides, the illustrations certainly are a hoot! a genuine and honest
extension of the AOM backbone and should become on every guy (and woman's) bookshelf.
Jokingly he responded "When you feel a dad, you'll get a book with everything you need to
know. Having followed The Artwork of Manliness blog page and podcasts for years, it's not

enough just to say that I'm a "big fan. 1 day I asked him how he understood so much. I am
shaving like my grandpa (pg.A! Great book! I did not buy it used, but doesn’t quite look new due
to the crease. Bought this because my boy and I love the Artwork Of Manliness podcasts and I
know my boy would enjoy this publication. The only complaint I've is the duplicate that I
received includes a crease on the front cover. Wonderful, sweet, humorous, but important
reading for today’s man who would like to be a gentleman. Good reading Nice book Practical
wisdom for Everyman In this day and age of confusion of just what a guy is that is good
practical advice to start out any guy on his way.My children are long since grown and also have
groups of their own but they each were directed this book as well as others that I
understand.Growing up, I was always amazed by how my dad just knew how to do items. These
bite sized nuggets of wisdom are presented with humor and are valuable for everyone! Great
little book Great little book of reminders Great thumb through and in a position to pass it along
once completed. Wish it had even more pages, took in regards to a week to leisurely go through
it all. I'll probably present it to my buddy next. Five Stars excellent Five Stars Fun illustrated
reserve filled up with knowledge Everyman ought to know. Great fun." These guys and their
work are essential to my life and my treatment of others and the globe around me.The book–no
real surprise here–is no different;
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